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Abstract Ubiquitous Web resources and their manifold combinability
are causing app development with current Web mashup platforms to be
a challenging task, especially for low-skilled Web users. Hence, mashup
composition demands for expressing quality requirements to facilitate
selection and customization processes. Existing quality metamodels only
provide guidelines or abstract categories, but neglect mashup-specific
measuring directives and machine-readable representations. Therefore,
we present a tailored quality property metamodel for composite Web
mashups. We show, how it supports different settings of mashup devel-
opment and execution. Finally, we demonstrate the metamodel’s deploy-
ment in a mashup infrastructure and its utilization in different use cases.

1 Introduction

Modern mashup platforms, providing easy-to-couple mashup components, invite
Web users with no programming skills to build their own applications with few
time effort. Unlike in traditional software engineering, the mashup paradigm
does not involve distinguished test departments with considerably high human
and time resource costs to ensure quality requirements. Instead, mashup appli-
cations are created very situationally, since the paradigm strives for rapid devel-
opment. Thus, to support instantly available and usable mashups, enforcement
and monitoring of quality requirements has to be ensured by the development
and execution platform. At least, beyond basic model-based application compo-
sition, cf. [1], quality assurance on an interface level of mashup components can
be handled by employing semantic interface descriptions. Yet, only basic data
type compatibility can be verified during application development.

Quality requirements may cover a variety of scenarios, such as user-driven
filtering of candidate mashup components, device-specific requirements or re-
sources availability at runtime. As a foundation, they have quality properties in
common, which apply to mashup components or applications in question. Thus,
a mashup-tailored quality property metamodel has to specify eligible properties,
which can be provided or assigned by measuring. Without loss of generality,
Figure 1 illustrates three example use cases for different kinds of quality require-
ments specification in a mashup development platform.
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Fig. 1. Quality requirements use cases with unified mashup platform and models

In use case 1 , a Web user without advanced skills or experience in develop-
ing applications with programming languages wants to find appropriate mashup
components for a certain task. He uses an EUD (end user development) platform
such as [2], which provides a browser for available mashup components. Assuming
a huge number of mashup components, the user desires to get a recommendation
involving custom quality requirements, pointing at component quality proper-
ties with the help of frontend. Use case 2 is initiated by a professional app
author, being familiar with modeling mashups. He wants to specify application-
wide and component-specific quality requirements, which should hold at run-
time. Therefore, a requirements evaluation module triggers context monitors to
observe different measurable quality properties like response times of service
components. Quality property values will have to be evaluated continuously at
runtime. Since quality requirements are not limited to originate from human
stakeholders, use case 3 involves a mobile device as a requirements source. On
the application level, the device requires a certain application layout and differ-
ent display size parameters. As a consequence, the mashup has to arrange its
mashup components, which themselves should adapt their internal presentation,
at least at deployment time. Additionally, the mashup platform could exchange
components with regard to those device-specific requirements.

To support all outlined use cases by one holistic approach, we propose a
quality property metamodel as a basis for customized requirements specification
and evaluation in composite Web mashups. Our model, see Section 3, is able to
describe quality properties for different quality requirements stakeholders, i. e.,
mashup components and mashup applications and it can be easily extended to
consider the runtime platform, the device which the application is running on
and the user profile. Therefore, we introduce mashup-specific quality proper-
ties completing non-functional properties known from Web services models, cf.
related work in Section 2. Hence, quality properties may be used during develop-
ment, at deployment time and at runtime. Section 4 shows their deployment in
a requirements-aware Web mashup infrastructure. The presented use cases are
serving as example scenarios to demonstrate model instantiation and manage-
ment of its contents within an established platform for composite Web mashups,
see Section 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes this paper.
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2 Related Work

According to [3], quality requirements engineering effort and tooling support de-
creases when regarding application paradigms in the following order: traditional
software systems, Web applications and Web mashups. Thus, there is a huge
overall demand on solutions providing requirements specification and evaluation
support particularly for the mashup paradigm of application engineering. In
general, quality properties, ideally accompanied by a defining metamodel, might
be assigned to each artifact or stakeholder of a software system. In traditional
software engineering, a number of quality models have been proposed by the
Consortium for IT Software Quality (CISQ), ISO and IEC, e. g., ISO/IEC 9126-
1 and the subsequent ISO/IEC 25010 [4]. They are complemented by academic
approaches, such as from McCall [5] and Grady [6]. Some properties provide
metrics such as customizability from ISO 9126, which is calculated by the divi-
sion of the number of functions which can be customized during operation by the
number of functions that require the customization capability. However, for the
majority of properties, implementation is hard to accomplish in a real system,
since they are lacking metrics and scales for automated processing. Further, they
are very general and need to be tailored for each specific class of software.

Especially in Web services description, cf. WSMO [7], and matching [8], mod-
els for non-functional properties have been proposed several years ago. Although
their models are quite extensive, comprehensive implementations are missing.
Since they describe Web services, crucial application-specific properties like UI
concerns are neglected. Thus, they are not suitable for mashup applications out
of the box. An example for a specific quality model for Web applications is pro-
vided by [9] and [10]. Based on ISO/IEC 9126, it comprises new properties such
as information quality, loyalty and actuality. Since they focus on Web-based ap-
plications in general, quality properties are not discussed at a level of granularity
typical for mashup components. [11] focuses on new generation WebApps and
standard completeness of their quality model. However, customized requirements
suitability of the described properties is only discussed to little extent. A dedi-
cated quality model for mashup components has been introduced by [12], which
focuses on interface quality, data quality and presentation quality. An extension
for whole applications was proposed in [13]. Following the previously mentioned
ISO standard, provision of quality properties was narrowed down to scaling val-
ues within integer values depending on the presence of particular features such
as API keys, SSL support or user accounts.

Although quality property modeling approaches, especially for Web services,
contain many useful elements, they are often limited to be used as a supporting
feature to facilitate service matching. Moreover, they do not contain UI-specific
properties, which are essential for mashup applications. First dedicated mashup
quality property models compensate that issue to a limited extent. On the down-
side, their properties are recruited from ISO 9126 and lack concrete scales and
measuring facilities to integrate them in a quality-aware mashup platform being
helpful in the presented use cases. Thus, a quality property modeling approach
with special regard to support customized quality requirements is still missing.
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3 Web Mashup Quality Property Metamodel

Since existing quality models are either less formal or lack mashup-suitable prop-
erties, we now introduce a tailored quality property metamodel1 for composite
Web mashups. In this regard, we assume the following design principles and
requirements. According to the application paradigm of presentation-oriented
Web mashups, we include end-users, who are able to conceive and to specify
quality requirements, into our target group. In addition, mashup component de-
velopers may need to utilize the quality model to describe their components
accordingly. Therefore, its characteristics respectively its serialization and pre-
sentation need to be understandable by both mashup composers and component
developers. With use case 3 from Section 1 in mind, fully automated processing
without any human interaction should be possible as well. Furthermore, machine-
readable representation is crucial to enable context monitoring and adaptation,
e. g., by exchanging composition fragments triggered and invoked by the runtime
environment. As mentioned previously, the quality model also needs to consider
certain elements and concerns, that are missing in prevalent approaches.

To design the metamodel, we reviewed properties described in existing qual-
ity models, see Section 2, regarding the characteristics of mashup applications
and the suitability of the metrics to be interpreted by a runtime environment
and component recommendation facilities. Thereby, we disregard those with less
relevance for the mashup application type. For example, analysability [4] cannot
be provided by black-box mashup components. Following mashup component
models, each component should be easy to install. Therefore, we consider porta-
bility [5] also as less relevant. However, we also adopted existing properties such
as interoperability, learnability and timeliness from [12] and actuality, security
from [10]. We added access mode, data storage, style, bandwidth, source and data
traffic to address UI and Web characteristics appropriately. Their representation
in our model is described in more detail in the following section as well as the
metamodel’s structure and noteworthy modeling features.

3.1 Structure of the Quality Metamodel

Quality properties may be carried by different stakeholders in a Web mashup
infrastructure. We now focus on the mashup application as well as its constituent
components as property carrying entities. Therefore, we treat them in a modu-
larized fashion, as illustrated in the metamodel overview in Fig. 2. Therein, we
define the following three model parts, i. e. ontologies:

Basic Property Ontology. defines the concept of a property carrying entity
from which all other properties are derived. It comprises about 50 proper-
ties, which can be used for describing components and applications, e. g.,
actuality, response time, usability, learnability and traffic.

1 Metamodel OWL files: http://mmt.inf.tu-dresden.de/models/qpm.xhtml

http://mmt.inf.tu-dresden.de/models/qpm.xhtml
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Fig. 2. Quality property metamodel structure overview

Application Property Ontology. defines properties of the mashup applica-
tion such as consistency and component appropriateness. In addition, this
sub-model contains three properties, that are special for applications: com-
ponent suitability, consistency and component number.

Component Property Ontology. defines properties of mashup components.
Additionally, it contains seven attributes, that are special for components,
e. g., access mode, interoperability and isUI.

3.2 Metamodel Elements Nature and Features

Our metamodel provides relations between its properties such as the sub-class
relationship, e. g., interoperability incorporates data exchange formats, program-
ming language and protocols. Further, each property is associated with formal
metrics and information on how the data is acquired. We distinguish provided,
collectible and measurable properties. Provided properties are statically defined
either by the application composer or the component developer, such as the sup-
ported types of security mechanisms like authentication. Collectible properties
are accumulated over time, e. g., with the help of user ratings or by the runtime
environment. Values are calculated by a function such as average, minimum
or maximum, e. g., usability by �(UserRatings). Measurable properties can be
acquired instantly and fully automated using context monitors. For certain prop-
erties, concerns such as API, UI data, backend data, functionality, service or UI
are eligible to be assigned. API represents the interface providing access to the
functionality of a specific mashup building part. Component-internal application
logic is represented by backend data. In contrast, UI data refers to visible data on
the user interface of the component or the application, while UI targets the pre-
sentation of UI elements itself. Of course, those concerns can only be assigned if
a UI mashup component is in consideration. Functionality represents the general
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competences, the component or application can execute. Properties, which refer
to third-party Web service calls of mashup components, are assigned to service.
With the help of those concern assignments, very similar quality properties can
be semantically separated at a conceptual and implementation level.

Finally, the metamodel provides a descriptive text definition, a data type,
a default value as well as value ranges and a unit for each property. As an
example, data traffic, which is accrued over time and assessed by the metric
(
∑N

i=1 DataTrafficPerSecondi) ÷ N (N being the whole usage time in seconds)
has the unit KB/s and a default value of infinite, since this is the worst value.
Additionally, we defined linguistic variables like low, middle and high, that are
assigned to concrete values using a membership function, to facilitate configura-
tion of fuzzy specification of quality requirements for our properties.

3.3 Metamodel Content

Table 1 outlines the metamodel’s subset of concern-aware properties. We dis-
tinguish properties collected from existing quality models, properties adopted
to the mashup domain and newly added ones. The semantics of actuality was
e. g. extended to track the frequency of refreshes from a background service. The
added property source provides means to describe the origin, i. e., an organiza-
tion or URI of the used Web services. Usually, this information is not explicitly
available for users, whereas it is difficult to put trust in the described artifact.
In this context, security is also an important aspect, that is explicitly consid-
ered in our model by the six sub-properties authentication, authorization, data
storage, data encryption, traceability and confidentiality. The security property
itself indicates with an integer how secure a component or application is. It can
be measured as |usedSecurityMechanism|. To provide means for adaptation, we
introduce bandwidth and data traffic that both belong to the concern of backend
data. The former describes the data transfer rate, which the component or appli-
cation needs to run optimally, whereupon the application bandwidth is assessed
by max(BandwidthComponents). The latter describes how much data traffic the
component or application consumes while running. This also can be utilized to
avoid data traffic limits, being of relevance especially on mobile devices.

In existing quality models, the meaning of consistency refers to the UI or
the backend data. However, in mashups this distinction is not relevant for the
user. This is why we decided to consider both equally under this property.
Further, we extend completeness to the API, UI and background data. For
each concern, user ratings can be collected, while the average of this ratings
forms the property value. Also, the availablity is extended to backend ser-
vices. The metric for this concern for components is (1 − ConnectionErrors ÷
|AccessesToService|) ·100. Robustness does not only handle exceptions after user
input, but all exceptions. It can be calculated as follows: (1 − |Exceptions| ÷
TotalUseTime) · 100. Finally, timeliness describes, if tasks are fulfilled within a
certain time, that is the deadline defined by users or developers. For components
it is assigned by |ResponsesInTime| ÷ |Measurements| · 100 and for applications
by �(TimelinessComponents). Beside these concern-related properties, we also
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Table 1. Quality properties with special concerns
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� Interoperability [12] � �
� Data exchange formats [12] �
� Programming language [12] �
� Protocols [12] �

� Actuality (Currency) [10] � �
� Access mode �

� Credibility [10,9] � � �
� Security [14,4,15,5,10,9,16,17] � �

� Authentication [17,14] �
� Authorization [17,14] �
� Data storage �
� Data encryption [17,14] �
� Traceability [17,14] �
� Confidentiality [17,14] �

� Style �
� Bandwidth �
� Familiarity [9] �
� Source �
Collectible

� Component suitability [13] � � � � � �
� Consistency [5,9,6,13] � � �
� Adaptability [4,15,5,9,6] � � �
� Usability [9,5,6,4,15,13,12] � �
� Learnability [9,4,15,12] � �
� Accuracy [10,9] �
� Completeness [17,5,10,4] � � � � �
� Satisfaction [9] � � � � � �
� Accessibility [10,9] � �
Measurable

� Data traffic �
� Reliability [4,15,5,9,16,17,14,6] � � � � �

� Availability [4,15,9,16,17,14,10] �
� Robustness [17,14] � � � � �

� Response time [4,15,9,16,17,14,6] � � �
� Stability [15] �
� Timeliness [12,13] � � �

� Deadline � � �
Legend

� from pre-existing models � concern is affected directly
� meaning slightly changed � concern is affected indirectly
� new property � concern is affected only for components

relevant for applications relevant for components
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incorporated metadata of components and applications, which can be treated
in the same way during model evaluation. Examples are name, author, certifi-
cate, development date and keywords, whose values are provided by the author.

4 Requirements-Based Quality Evaluation

Many regarded metamodels for quality properties lack either implementation
and real-world use cases or they are not field-tested to work within an applica-
tion development or runtime infrastructure. Thus, this section shows the meta-
model’s integration into a quality-aware platform for composite Web mashups
and therefore demonstrates its suitability in a variety of use cases. To this end, we
identify essential integration points of the modeled quality properties referring
to certain parts of the mashup infrastructure, which are dedicated to perform
quality requirements capture and evaluation.

4.1 Quality-Aware Web Mashup Platform

Fig. 3 provides an overview of the quality-aware Web mashup infrastructure,
which comprises the following major parts: the device, which allows for user in-
teraction with executed mashup applications, the mashup runtime environment
(MRE), the mashup component repository (CoRe) and Web-based resources
and services, serving as content providers for mashup components. A mashup
application is represented by a composition model specifying layout, screen flow,
contained mashup components and their communication. This application model
is interpreted by the MRE, which integrates demanded mashup components. Ac-
cording to [18], the described infrastructure is founded on the well-established
architecture of CRUISe and EDYRA2, where each mashup component provides a
declarative interface descriptor using the Semantic Mashup Component Descrip-
tion Language (SMCDL). Each mashup component may instantiate the quality
property metamodel to reproduce its component-specific quality property val-
ues. Thus, quality properties belonging to components may be maintained using
the CoRe. Property values are persisted as an extension of SMCDL. Thus, a
comprehensive representation of a component including mutable quality prop-
erties is achieved. Integration and querying of the application quality properties
into the mashup composition model are performed in the same manner.

Mashup components and applications are in the main scope of the presented
metamodel. Since user profiles, devices and runtime platforms are also eligible
for carrying quality properties, the access methods and modeling conventions
hold for them as well. A quality metamodel for mobile device environments
is developed in parallel, cf. [19]. It is subject to be integrated in this mashup
platform, resulting in extra red bubbles connected to the device and the user
in Fig. 3. To add security for model modification, conceptually separated sub-
models can be merged on demand, depending on the kind of access. If, e. g., the

2 http://mmt.inf.tu-dresden.de/cruise, http://mmt.inf.tu-dresden.de/edyra

http://mmt.inf.tu-dresden.de/cruise
http://mmt.inf.tu-dresden.de/edyra
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Fig. 3. Quality model integration into the mashup infrastructure

runtime environment or a component browser should display mashup component
properties, it can be given access to the whole model. If instead a client is about
to modify a quality property, such as adding a rating to the component or setting
recently calculated statistical usage data, only the mutable part of the property
model is provided through the Web service interface. In this case, the property
classification helps to identify runtime-mutable properties.

4.2 Property Capturing and Requirements Evaluation Process

Knowledge of the instantiation location of each metamodel element is not suf-
ficient to run a quality-aware mashup infrastructure. Additionally, we need to
distinguish, how and when certain property values are set and updated. There
are three kinds of delivering quality property values. First, a component’s or
an application’s author might provide property values, cf. Table 1, which can
be edited directly in the corresponding component or composition model or by
using a repository frontend. Second, the runtime environment may read context
sensors, which are adaptively queried according to the specification in corre-
sponding quality requirements. Context data, such as memory consumption as a
measurable quality property, is stored as a value via the repository’s Web service
and thus persisted into the SMCDL. Third, collectible quality property values
such as average user ratings have to be tracked. The repository, CoRe in case of
mashup components, is responsible for maintaining this kind of properties.

A major goal of quality property modeling is to evaluate quality require-
ments, preferably in an automated way. The basic concepts of requirements-
driven quality engineering for Web mashups were introduced in [20]. To this
end, requirements evaluators are designated to perform checks against quality
property model instances. In this context, a quality requirement specifies, when
or in which temporal intervals it shall be evaluated. Both evaluation at develop-
ment time, cf. use case 2 , and at runtime, cf. use case 3 , have to be possible.
Thus, requirements evaluators are located at the MRE and at the repository,
see Fig. 3, but still the same models can be used. This feature fosters the use
of so called end-user development (EUD) tools for user-driven development of
applications, which benefit from joint development time and runtime.
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Fig. 4. Browsing mashup components using quality properties

5 Implementation

Beyond the implementation of the quality property metamodel itself, we imple-
mented access and modification interfaces for model instances. Furthermore, a
prototypical frontend integration for use case reproduction was built. As indi-
cated in Section 3, the proposed quality property metamodel is implemented us-
ing OWL. This brings several advantages like easy modularization or RDF-based
querying. In fact, separation of sub-models for components and applications is
achieved through model imports. OWL class inheritance is used to distinguish
property types. The metamodel implementation integrates well into the exist-
ing RDF-based and SMCDL-based mashup modeling infrastructure, including
tooling support by means of ontology editors or frameworks. RDF-based quality
modeling facilitates SPARQL querying on RDF models, provided by a CoRe
Web service. SPARQL Update enables model instance modification besides read
access. Thus, clients such as a CoRe browser, the MRE or a mashup builder may
use this endpoint to manage quality properties. For example, access to the pro-
vided properties of a component can be handled with a SPARQL request to the
component’s OWL representation held in the CoRe, facilitating advanced sort-
ing and filtering by property values. OWL and SMCDL representations are kept
synchronized by the repository, making model export continuously available.

For testing quality model instances and the previously outlined property man-
agementWeb service, we implemented several clients, which are tooling frontends
for building Web mashup applications. Beside a CoRe frontend, which is rather
an administration tool for browsing and editing quality properties, we integrated
a quality component browser into our EUD mashup platform. Fig. 4 shows a
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screen shot of this browser, which is also able to process larger composition
fragments represented by a composition model. As a client for the CoRe quality
property Web service, it provides a convenient tool for use case 1 . To this end,
an application developer may use quality properties to specify quality require-
ments in a frontend. Sorting based on multiple criteria, filtering and browsing
quality properties of alternative mashup building parts as well as displaying a
description of all properties is possible.

6 Conclusion

Although Web mashups started their existence as quick-to-develop situational
applications for skilled programmers, their current popularity and advanced plat-
forms demand for regarding a huge spread of quality requirements. Based on a
set of use cases, we elucidated the need for mashup-tailored quality properties.
Therefore, we proposed a quality property metamodel incorporating well-known
Web service NFPs and UI-specific properties. Each property is either provided by
author, measured or collectible and has concrete measuring instructions as well
as concrete data types, ranges and default values. Specific properties are suitable
to be assigned to a special concern such as backend data or functionality.

Introducing a Web mashup infrastructure, we outlined, which architectural
components are integration points for quality property model instances. Espe-
cially mashup components and application compositions were in the focus of use
cases as quality property carrying entities. However, the modular metamodel and
its OWL-based implementation allow for easy integration of further sub-models
such as platform ontologies or user contexts. Prototypical implementation com-
prises also a Web service for model instantiation, querying and modification as
well as frontends including a quality-aware mashup component browser.

Future work concentrates on integrating platform quality models, which are
developed in separate research projects. Moreover, current research includes
requirements specification, evaluation and automated invocation of adaptivity
actions in different scenarios. To expand the target user group in the field of end-
user-driven development of Web mashups, fuzzy specification and configuration
of quality requirements is another hot topic on our schedule.
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